The Buddhist Kesa:
Clothes of Enlightenment

This article is dedicated to Rev. Master Jiyu, who taught us these things and embodied them all. I wished to gather in one place all the teaching she gave us on the kesa, together with additional supporting information gleaned over the years from other sources. Although I endeavored to be as accurate as possible, the article is not meant to be definitive. I welcome corrections, clarifications, and additions, and the responsibility for any errors, oversights, or confusion is mine.

I wish to thank my many fellow senior monks who read this article at various points, each of whom offered additional teaching, clarification, and invaluable suggestions. A special thanks goes to Rev. Master Daizui MacPhllamy and Rev. Master Koten Benson for their extensive consultation and discussion, and to Rev. Mildred Laeser, who urged me to complete it. I began this writing while Rev. Master Jiyu was still alive, so in some places I have retained the use of “Abbess” rather than changing all the references to “Abbot.”

How great and wondrous are the clothes of enlightenment,
Formless and embracing every treasure.
I wish to unfold the Buddha’s Teaching
That I may help all living things.

The Buddhist kesa, or meditation robe, is a form in training that points to the Formless, the Unborn, which embraces all things. Both monks and laity, male and female, of all traditions wear some form of it. The style and the color may vary, but the general appearance and meaning remain the same. It is a symbol of being a disciple of the Buddha. Sometimes referred to as the “banner of the arahants” or the “garment of liberation,” the kesa represents the Precepts and the Buddha Nature.

Design of the Kesa

The monk’s full kesa (Sanskrit, kasaya), worn for meditation and ceremonies, is modeled on the robe worn by the historical Buddha, Shakyamuni. It is a simple one-piece garment modestly covering most of the body and is draped over the left shoulder, resembling a Roman toga. The robe originally was composed of scraps of fabric cut out from easily available, unwanted sources such as discarded rags and shrouds. The pieces were carefully washed and dyed, then sewn together in a patchwork fashion. This kind of robe distinguished the Buddha’s followers
from other religious of his day, especially the naked ascetics. Later the robe was made from fabric presented by lay devotees, and twenty years into his ministry the Buddha stylized the patchwork pattern in the monastic rules:

Once too when the Blessed One was on His way home from Rajagaha to the Southern hills, He said to the venerable Ananda [his disciple attendant or chaplain]:

‘Ananda, do you see the land of Magadha laid out in squares, laid out in strips, laid out with borders, laid out with cross-lines?’

‘Yes, Lord.’

‘Try to arrange robes for bhikkhus [monks] like that, Ananda.’

(Vinaya Mahavagga Khandaka 8)

The pattern of the rice fields woven into the monks’ very clothing reminded them of their interdependence with the laity—the faithful and devoted donors who provided the monks on their alms round with daily fare from their fields. One term for the kesa that reflects this connection is “the robe that is a fertile field of blessings.”

The full or formal kesa worn by monks of the Order of Buddhist Contemplatives retains several elements of the original Buddhist robe. First, when extended our kesa is the same simple rectangular garment composed of small pieces of fabric sewn together patchwork fashion in a particular pattern reminiscent to that requested by the Buddha: one can see clearly the strips, squares, borders, and cross-lines mentioned above. Although today we no longer usually gather the pieces from different sources, the method of construction reflects the original intent. The laity, in keeping with the spirit of early Indian practice, also provides the fabric or funds to purchase it.

Second, we still wear the formal kesa over the left shoulder, with the right shoulder uncovered. The original kesa was draped and wrapped around the left shoulder and arm, as present-day Theravada bhikkhus (monks) and bhikkunis (nuns) do. In Japanese Soto Zen, the kesa was tied with rope or cord. Monks of our Order use a kesa clip and ring, a practical solution adopted from our Chinese Dharma relatives in Malaysia and used commonly by Rinzai Zen monastics. As Rev. Master Jiyu taught us, the kesa clip symbolizes the hook with which the Bodhisattva fishes sentient beings out of the sea of samsara (endless cycle of birth-and-death), and the ring, like a life buoy, represents the faith and willingness with which we are rescued and saved—our part in the training endeavor.

Third, most of our kesas maintain a feature common to the early kesa in that each corner contains a cloth square representing one of the four heavenly monarchs. These celestial lords—one in each cardinal direction—were converted from their role in the Indian pantheon of deities and became guardians of the Dharma. The use of these squares may be seen, for example, in ancient Thai Buddhist temple paintings that por-
tray the life of the Buddha. In our tradition the Four Kings also appear at the corners of a monk’s bowing mat, as well as in the corners of the small kesa or rakusu, a smaller version of the kesa worn outside the meditation hall and by lay ministers as well. The Four Kings appear most visibly on the postulant’s small kesa, where the squares are white fabric sewn against the black background of a novice’s rakusu. The white squares are removed at ordination, signifying the “activation” of the Monarchs in protection of the new monastic trainee.

A garment of this composition colored a shade of yellowish-brown came to be worn exclusively by Shakyamuni’s male monastic disciples. The female monastics wore a similar garment of darker brown fabric. Thus the kesa became a recognizable feature—and symbol—of the Buddha’s sangha.

**Colors of the Kesa**

The color of the first kesas was a dull yellowish-brown, achieved by dyeing the cloth using roots, bark, flowers, and twigs, particularly that of the jackfruit tree. The color, as well as the patchwork composition mentioned above, was intended to decrease the value of the cloth. The kesa represented the renunciation of the householder life, which for wealthy Indian nobility like Shakyamuni and His relatives, was quite dramatic. The color and construction deterred theft and use for other purposes.

The various colors of kesas in our Order serve several functions. Primarily, for the person wearing it, the color is a visible and tactile close reminder of the path and level of training—householder or monastic—that each aspires to show and maintain. The various colors develop and promote harmony in the sangha in the following ways:

First, each color represents not only the path or level of training, but also the corresponding responsibilities of that path or level. For instance, only the senior monks, who are primarily responsible for leadership and teaching in the Order, wear purple vestments. Knowing this enables one to respond quickly to instructions from, and address serious religious questions about the Dharma to, the senior monks.

Second, the use of differently-colored vestments to indicate level of training naturally lends itself to the practice of bowing and showing respect to others, an essential practice in any community. The colors facilitate being mindful and expressing gratitude and recognition of Buddha Nature due other members of the sangha, especially our seniors and teachers. This provision is particularly valuable in regard to monastics, where secular clues to one’s “place in the scheme of things”—hair style, clothing, fashions, jewelry, etc.—have been relinquished, ideally along with habits and tendencies that could indicate one’s former background, class, or status. “Rank” in the sangha is based on ordination order and spiritual understanding, regardless of social class, wealth, gender,
race, nationality, age, sexual orientation, education, mental astuteness, health, etc. Although this system may sound authoritarian and hierarchical to our modern ears, it was revolutionary in the Buddha’s day because it provided an egalitarian seniority system based on a determinant other than caste. Also, the Vinaya and later monastic regulations emphasize that both junior and senior members show compassion and respect for each other and relate in a more “horizontal” and “familial” manner when appropriate.

Monks receive their first full kesa at novice ordination. These new monks wear black, the color of all-acceptance, and as novices they are sometimes referred to as “priest-trainees.” According to Rev. Master Jiyu, in ancient times this color was more a shimmering blue-black, like that of the feathers of a raven or a crow. Within the blackness may be seen all the colors of the rainbow; within the darkness of karma and suffering dwells the potentiality of Buddha Nature. After several years, when a novice assists the abbess for a term as head novice and oversees all junior monks in the meditation hall, he or she sews a white stripe over the collar of the kesa. This symbolizes that the novice has begun to see the “All is One” within the “All is Different,” the white within the black, which is a step deeper in training and understanding.

When a novice is Transmitted, again usually after several more years, they are given a kesa of the yellowish-brown color called mokuran in Japanese, the “color of silence.” These monks have gone, or at least seen, beyond the opposites of black and white (the color of the head novice’s kesa) and touched the “third position,” the stillness (silence) of the Unborn. This yellow-brown kesa ideally is the color of the original kesa worn by the Buddha and early sangha and still worn by contemporary monks of the Theravada tradition. Depending on availability of fabric, in our Order this shade of kesa tends to range from dark gold or yellow to tan. The mokuran color represents the process of the novice monk becoming like—taking on the form of, wearing the kesa of—Shakyamuni Buddha. One way to look at it is that although already a “monk,” he or she now becomes a “priest,” fully committed to the practice and the continuance of the lineage. In this way, Transmission in our Soto Zen tradition is somewhat analogous to receiving the complete bhikshu or bhikshuni vinaya precepts: one moves from novitiate or “priest-trainee” (shramanera or shramanerika) to fully certified “priest” (bhikshu or bhikshuni). My understanding is that this deeper commitment is also similar to the taking of final vows for Roman Catholic monks and nuns. In our Order, the newly Transmitted priest undergoes another two to three years of training before teacher certification: he or she learns how to teach and lecture, to perform ceremonies, to serve as a monastery officer, and to run a local temple as a parish priest.

Senior monks in our Order certified by their masters as teachers are permitted to wear purple kesas. In a monastery these are the monks in whom the abbess entrusts the care of the temple and with whom she shares the primary teaching and administrative
responsibilities. In China and Japan, the emperor bestowed purple kesas on eminent monks in order to recognize spiritual achievement or to express congratulations. (See Rev. Master Jiyu’s explanation of zuisze in chapter nine of Zen is Eternal Life.iv) Our Order’s current practice is to retain the deep purple color and bestow it on all senior monks when they have completed their teacher training. This constitutes “graduation” and certification as a “Teacher of Buddhism,” a rank in some Japanese lineages referred to as sensei.

When a teacher is named a master, they may be given a long intertwined red tassel to wear with their kesa. Attached at the kesa clip, it cascades (flows) over the shoulder and down the back. The red color can represent the “blood of the Precepts.” The abbess or abbot of a large training monastery, as well as the Head of the Order, may wear a purple tassel to indicate their position as the “leading teacher” of the community and Order, respectively.

One may also see from time to time other colors of kesas, particularly on special occasions such as festival ceremonies at our large monasteries. For instance, the celebrant (priest leading the ceremony) may wear a kesa of gold or purple brocade over a ceremonial formal robe, often purple for the abbess and red for other celebrants. For festival memorials honoring the Buddhist masters who ordained Rev. Master Jiyu in Malaysia—Rev. Seck Kim Seng and Rev. Seck Sian Toh—Rev. Master Jiyu usually wore a red-and-gold kesa over a yellow formal robe, traditional ceremonial colors in Chinese Mahayana Buddhism. These ceremonial kesas usually have twenty-five “stripes” (patterns of fabric strips) in order to indicate the function and position of the priest wearing it: only an abbot would wear these kesas.

These elaborate kesas and formal robes often belong to the monastery or temple and are handed down from one abbot to the next or from a master to her disciples. They are sometimes beautifully embroidered. Worn only for public ceremonies attended by the laity, they are teaching aids (skillful means) used to inspire faith and devotion. This custom is common to our Serene Reflection (Soto Zen) tradition, as is noted in the biography of Shunryu Suzuki-roshi, Crooked Cucumber. Suzuki-roshi’s master once took him to task for not wearing his special decorative robes when conducting a funeral ceremony for a lay patron. The family of the deceased was very upset. They felt shortchanged on the ceremony and that their relative had not been afforded the proper respect.

Rev. Master Jiyu taught us the use of such beautiful things, but only in the service of the Unborn. Rev. Master constantly pointed to the quality of the training of the person wearing the kesa. Rev. Master Eko, at the time Vice-Abbot of Shasta Abbey, once related an anecdote illustrating this point when I was his ceremonial chaplain and assisting him with the beautiful, ornate robes and kesa as he filled in for Rev. Master Jiyu as celebrant in her absence. He related how Rev. Master Jiyu had once quipped to him
while he was helping her prepare for a similar ceremony, “Even a monkey looks good in gold brocade!” I understood his, and her, point to be that anyone, even a monkey, when dressed up in fancy clothes can win the admiration of others. The robes do not make the monk.

One other kesa coming to be seen with more frequency in our Order, at least in North America, is the mokuran or dark brown kesa and rakusu worn by senior priests whose duties require frequent contact with the public outside the large training monasteries: Head of the Order, abbots, lay ministry advisor, priors, monks on alms rounds, traveling priests, etc. In such circumstances sometimes the purple color does not seem appropriate, particularly because in the eyes of other Soto Zen Buddhists we might seem to be giving the impression that we had received the Japanese imperial “Zuisse” kesa mentioned above. The dark brown color is also used in Chinese, Korean, and Vietnamese monastic robes. In the eyes of Chinese Buddhism, the parent of other East Asian Buddhist traditions, brown in any of its various shades—ranging from cream and yellow through saffron, gold, ochre, orange, tan, to dark brown—is mokuran.

The use of the mokuran (or brown) kesa also points to the simple, ordinary “universal color” kesa worn by the early monastic sangha, as mentioned above. For this reason an abbot wears a mokuran kesa during the Ten Precepts Retreat’s “Ceremony of Following Where the Precepts, as the Blood of the Buddhas, Lead” (J. Ketchimyaku). In the ceremony the abess or abbot, representing Shakyamuni Buddha as a simple ordinary monk, leads all trainees around the monastery walking the pattern of the Bloodline graph, thus showing how to keep the Precepts in the twists and turns of everyday life. When the procession reaches the Buddha Hall, the abbot literally becomes “the Buddha” on the altar, from whom all the new lay ordinals receive their bloodline certificates.

There are still yet other kesas and formal robes of varying colors and combinations which you may have seen occasionally at very special ceremonies, such as the abbatical funeral ceremonies for Rev. Master Jiyu and Rev. Master Daizui. The kesas and robes described here are the ones most commonly worn at the temples of our Order. Before examining other forms of the kesa, let us look briefly at other monastic attire.

The “Three Robes” and Other Vestments

In a hot, humid climate like India, Buddhist (male) monks usually wore only the kesa plus two simple garments underneath. These are the “three robes” allowed each monk by the Vinaya. (Female monks, or nuns, had an additional two robes—a vest/bodice and a bathing cloth.) We learned as novices at Shasta Abbey that as Buddhism moved into other climates and cultures, the practice was to keep the kesa the top-
most garment and alter the other garments to accord with new customs and climates. Thus, in colder climates it was necessary to add more clothing underneath the kesa to ensure the health of the monks. As it was related to me, according to monks of various traditions at a monastic conference at Shasta Abbey in 1997, our formal robe (Japanese: koromo) probably evolved through stitching together the two simple Indian undergarments to make a single garment consisting of bodice/jacket and skirt. This explanation is also given in Hokyo-ki, Dogen’s journal from the years of his study under Tendo Nyojo in 13th century China. The long sleeves could have evolved by stitching the two edges of the jacket/second robe together to form the large “bag” sleeves that are characteristic of the koromo. The long sleeves also served in Chinese culture to satisfy a sense of modesty and respect by covering as much of the body as possible, and perhaps to provide more protection from the colder climate. In India, south Asia, and the Himalayas, the “three robes” remained separate as skirt, jacket, and sanghati/kesa. In those cultures, sleeves were considered worldly, so the jacket simply covered the trunk of the body.

Only in China and Japan did the “three robes” become “three kesas.” Great Master Dogen names these three types—five, seven, and nine stripe—in his chapter “Kesa kudoku” [The Merit of Wearing the Kesa] in his masterwork Shobogenzo. He writes that the five-stripe kesa (gojo-e) is also known as the under kesa. The five-striped kesa corresponds to the smallest of the three robes allowed by the Buddha, the antaravasaka, used as underclothing. It was originally a skirt in five panels or “stripes”; it seems that the “paddy-field” pattern was lost about the time monks began attaching the skirt to the jacket. Dogen writes that the five-striped kesa (our rakusu—see below) is to be worn “for daily use, samu [working meditation], and when alone in our rooms.” The seven-stripe kesa, shichijo-e, is also known as the uttaraso and is worn “when training with other monks or when participating in a ceremony.” This robe lacks a lining and is worn as a toga, uttarasanga; the Buddha allowed it for moderate weather; it could be worn under the nine-stripe kesa. The nine-stripe kesa, Kujo-e, according to Dogen, is also known as the large or double kesa. Dogen writes that it is to be worn when teaching, whether in a palace or in a householder’s modest home. This nine-stripe kesa, consisting of two layers of fabric, is the third robe allowed by the Buddha, the sanghati; it may be worn as a cloak in cold weather.

As to the color of these formal robes, junior monks (novices and Transmitted monks, as well as postulants) wear black; as with the novice’s kesa, black is the color of all-acceptance, the “key to the gateless gate.” Senior monks (teachers and masters) wear brown, a color that Rev. Master Jiyu explained as one that people instinctively trust. As explained above, brown in its various shades has come to be considered a “universal” color for Buddhist monks.

Depending on the temple, the celebrant for daily ceremonies usually wears a formal robe and kesa. Sometimes other key participants such as chaplains and precentor
do as well. Usually all monks present for funerals, memorials, festivals, or other special days of the monastic or liturgical calendar dress in formal robes and kesas. We were taught as novices at Shasta Abbey that the formal robe’s present style dates from the Chinese T’ang Dynasty (618-907 C.E.), when monks of our tradition decided to stop altering the formal robes (that go under the kesa) in order to accord with the fashions of the day. Thus the formal robe now functions as another symbol for the unchanging presence of the Unborn in the midst of phenomenal change.

Formal robes are usually worn over a white under-robe, in Japan a kimono type undergarment. In our Order, this robe is made according to the same pattern as the everyday robe (see below). As a person prepares to be ordained as a novice monk, they usually sew the white under-robe themselves to wear for the ordination ceremony. Great Master Dogen refers to this ordination requirement in “Shukke” [“Renunciation of the World”], a chapter of the Shobogenzo. During the ordination ceremony the Master presents the ordinand with their first formal robe and kesa, which they are assisted to put on over the under-robe (which they are already wearing) as part of the ceremony. The white under-robe represents the purity of the new priest-trainee’s heart and intention, the “first mind” or “beginner’s mind” referred to in the ordination ceremony and by Dogen and other Zen masters.

The monk’s everyday robe for daily use in a temple was perhaps a practical modification of the formal robe. In Chinese Buddhism, this robe was called ch’ang kua. During meditation, monks always wear a full kesa over this robe. The exception is during the first meditation period of the day when one meditates on the folded kesa in front of one and the commitment to keep to the Precepts that wearing the kesa represents.

Other Forms of the Kesa

To return now to other forms of the kesa: The full kesa monks wear for meditation and ceremonial is not practical for other daily activities such as communal labor, so in the Chinese Ch’an (meditation) tradition, the five-stripe kesa evolved into “hanging robes” (C. gualo or guazi). We call this robe, which hangs around one’s neck by several long straps, a small kesa, in Japanese rakusu. As with the formal kesa, small pieces of fabric are sewn together in a stylized pattern to form a square. Also like the full kesa, the small kesa contains the Four Monarchs in the corners. These are most visible on the postulant’s rakusu, as mentioned above. Rather than being connected by a kesa clip and ring, on a small kesa two pieces of one of the neck straps are tied together by a knot around the ring. Rev Master Jiyu once said that these two straps represent heaven and earth and that the ring itself represents the hara, within which through meditation both come together.
The composite square of the small kesa hangs as a halter or bib so that it rests against the lower chest and midriff, covering the hara (spiritual center of the body). The small kesa is the same color as that particular monk’s full kesa. The rakusu is embroidered on the neck flap with a stylized mountain that for us represents the particular monastery (“mountain”) associated with the lineage. In the Far East, monasteries were usually located on, and known by, the name of a particular mountain. Our Order’s lineage is connected with Mount Shasta, in northern California (U.S.A.), where at Shasta Abbey Rev. Master Jiyu was Abbess. The reverse side of the small kesa (toward the trainee and lined with white fabric) may contain a verse of teaching, often calligraphed especially for the trainee by their Master.

A yet smaller form of the kesa is the token kesa, or wagesa. (I have also seen this kesa referred to in Japanese Soto Zen publications as a single-stripe or “circular” kesa.) The wagesa consists of a single strip of fabric tied together with knotted cord and again is worn around the neck. In our Order, the black wagesa is the form of kesa given to lay Buddhists when they formally vow to live by the Precepts at lay ordination. Some monks on occasion may wear a token kesa too, often the color of their rank, when not dressed in monastic attire. Such occasions may be: when traveling or doing outdoor work such as gardening. The wagesa is “token” not in the sense of “tokenism” (“policy of making a merely perfunctory effort or symbolic gesture”), but rather in that it represents the whole, just as a subway token stands for, and is worth the value of, the cash used to purchase it: the token allows you to ride the subway. A kesa, no matter what its size, form, or color, has the same meaning. It represents the Precepts and Buddha Nature and is always treated with especial care and respect.

The Bowing Mat

A final vestment is the bowing mat, which drapes over the left wrist when the full kesa is worn. The mat is the same color as the kesa and is the equivalent of the Theravadin bowing cloth and the multi-colored Chinese bowing mat. Having insight into the way human beings tend to take pleasure and invest pride in new clothes, the Buddha in the Vinaya instructed monks when sewing a new mat to add a piece of their old one in order to help them maintain humility. That instruction finds its stylized continuation as the borders on our mats. Rev. Master Jiyu once commented that the borders of the mat represent the Buddhas and Ancestors within whose help and protection the trainee sits. A mat also represents the opening of a meditation hall, with sitting places along four sides and open space in the center, as well as the opening of one’s heart to teach all beings. This is one reason mats are reserved for use by monastics.
Lay Minister Vestments

Lay ministers in our Order—mature lay trainees who are committed to our lineage’s teaching and who serve in some functions of the Order’s ministry—also wear kesas and robes of various sorts, distinct in color and style so as to be easily distinguished from the monks’ vestments. I have left discussion of these vestments to those who are more knowledgeable than I in this area.

Conclusion

In concluding we may ask, why have all these special clothes and so many detailed symbols for training and practice? Essentially, they are helpful reminders of our aspiration in practice. Religious training is not easy, and we use whatever we can that will assist us in remembering our purpose. As Koho Zenji, Rev. Master Jiyu’s Master in Japan taught her, “Use the Truth, the whole Truth, and anything else that works!” This is not an injunction to do whatever we wish. It is an admonition to teachers and masters to not cling to religious forms or dogma but to do whatever is necessary to help others. It is implicit that all such actions have a Preceptual intent. In the area of vestments, the various robes and kesas are simply a way of teaching, skillful means (upaya), and like other aspects of training must not be clung to.

The Buddhist kesa helps all of us—monastic and lay—to remember our vow and commitment to live by the Precepts—Buddha Nature—and as renunciate disciples of the Buddha. This renunciation of the world is not limited to the giving up of the household life to be a monk. The successful practice of serene reflection meditation, whether by monastics or laity, depends on the renouncing of the “world” of sensual desire, anger, and delusion. These are the three fires or poisons which fuel the endless cycle of birth and death, the suffering world of samsara. These basic defilements and all their permutations obscure our True Heart, the Unborn Buddha Nature, and are relinquished, purified, and transformed through the practice of meditation. Wearing the clothes of the Buddha—the clothes of enlightenment—helps us remember this lofty goal in the midst of daily life. It also reminds us to not stop short of our goal—full enlightenment, Buddhahood. We are His disciples and aspire to do the same as He. Shakya-muni Buddha continued to wear His kesa and carry His begging bowl after His enlightenment until His death forty-five years later, thus continuing to practice and teach all around Him. We wish to continue our own practice in the spirit of the Bodhisattva vow of saving all beings, no matter how long it takes. Thus we embody what Rev. Master Jiyu so often emphasized—“endless training.”
Afterword

Three additional teachings from Rev. Master Jiyu came to mind after I received final responses from other monks about this article. One is what is emphasized so often in the monastic life and schedule: “When the bell rings, put on your kesa and go to the meditation hall.” Rev. Master was offered this teaching at Soji-ji by the old Director and she often gave it to us at her monastery to remind us what our purpose in being there was. The kesa represents the monastic vocation and practicing meditation the “work” of a monk. For lay trainees, one’s primary responsibility is one’s family and livelihood. The “bell” for people training in the world is the calling of one’s responsibility—a child crying in the night, a job that must be finished, a need in one’s community: one dons the kesa—Buddha nature, the doing what needs to be done—and responds.

A second teaching relates to the monastic precepts. In Theravada Buddhism a monk or nun must always awaken in the morning with one’s kesa within arm’s reach, and the vinaya is very specific in terms of what sorts of robes—and only robes—may be worn. In the Mahayana Bodhisattva precepts, there is more flexibility. Although we are instructed to wear “garments that differ from those worn for everyday use by ordinary people,” alternative forms of the kesa have developed. An example is the five-stripe rakusu and the wagesa. Another way Rev. Master Jiyu provided kesas for unusual situations in which it was not appropriate to dress formally as a monk is indicative of her wonderful creativity and practicality. She made miniature kesas that could be inserted into a locket or wallet, thus enabling a monk to have their kesa with them, even if not visible.

A final source of teaching regarding the kesa is Rev. Master Jiyu’s How to Grow a Lotus Blossom. Just before she is given the Precepts, she identifies wearing the kesa with her reason for living:

My purpose for living is to be a monk….I have been a monk for many years but—what is a monk? My kesa is upon my head and the Lord of the House, That Which Is, pulls its corner. Yes, indeed, this is monkhood—to wear the kesa of the Lord; true ordination is to know what it is to be a monk.

She records in the text that accompanies the next plate (XII), in which she receives the Kyojukaimon [Giving and Receiving of the Ten Precepts] and Commentary, “If I understand [the Precepts] absolutely then I will understand the kesa of the monk and be worthy of wearing it.”
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